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1 March 1995)

Pursuant to the provisions of National Security Act of 1947 and Executive Order 12333, policies
and procedures are hereby established for the security, use, and dissemination of Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI).
1.0 APPLICABIIITY

. ,

The controls and procedures in this directive and its supplement, Security Policy Manual for SC1
Control Systems, shall be applied by all Intelligence Community agencies. A Senior Official of the
Intelligence Community (SOIC) may, for the purpose of SC1 protection and ACID implementation,
IX considered the equivalent of the head of a Cognizant Security Agency (CSA) and may, delegate
responsibility for the impledentation

of policies and procedures defined in an appropriate Director

of Central Intelligence Directive (DCID)
Office.

-3
a

(e.g.. DCID

l/14,

l/19.

lnl)

to a Cognizant Security

Other programs with special access under the purview of other authorities may at their

option, use applicable portions of this DCID for protection of their information and activities. In
such cases, the head of the respective department, agency or organization shall be the equivalent of
a

SOIC for

the purposes of this DCID,

and may designate a person to act on their behalf for a

specific program. Intelligence Community agencies that release or provide SC1 tocontractors. consultants, or other government departments or agencies shall ensure beforehand that the intended
recipients agree to follow these controls and procedures in protection, handling and accountability
of SCI.
Policy and procedures in this directive shall be reflected in other Intelligence Community directives related to the security of SCI.
Basic operational protection direction for SC1 programs will continue to be prescribed by cognizant executive agents or program directors.
2.0 GENERAL
In order to protect SCI, risk-based analysis should be employed when implementing
measures.

Risk management is essential to balance threat and vulnerabilities

protection

with appropriate

security measures. This analysis should provide for increased efficiency of operations and co-utilization of facilities wherever practicable.
Specific guidance on what information should be classified and protected as SC1 is provided in
other documents issued by or pursuant to the authority of the Director of Central Intelligence.

Prin-

ciples and details governing and defining information to be protected by a specific control system
shall be included in system manuals and regulations.

Such documentation

instructions for decompartmentation,

to foreign governmen%

sanitization, feksc

shall also include
emergency ~5~3

(when those actions are feasible and permissible), and additional security policy for the pMection
of information controlled in !KI subcompartments.
‘/
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3.0 PROTECTION

OF SOURCES

AND METHODS

Access to SC1 shall be based on need-to-know, formal access approval, and indoctrination.

As a

general principle, SC1 disseminated to persons meeting those criteria shall be provided at the lowest level of classification and compartmentation that will satisfy official requirements applicable to
the recipients. Source and method data shall be provided only to the extent necessary to fulfill such
requirements.

Sanitization

of material shall be accomplished to the extent possible to protect

against damage to sources and methods through unauthorized disclosure, espionage, or other complVl?liSe.
All intelligence production elements shall ensttre that the SC1 they produce and disseminate
excludes. sanitizes, or generalizes, in descending order of preference, source and method data from
intelligence products. In support of this, producers of finished intelligence shall:
3.1

Avoid publishing product reports that must be controlled in collection system com-

&rtments.

When treatment of a particular subject in an intelligence SC1 product

report requires discussion of operationally compartmented sources and methods, a
special supplement, appropriately controlled in compartmented channels, is the preferred approach.
3.2

Ensure that unavoidable references to SC1 sources or methods are as nonspecific as
practicable.
cussion

of

Subject to the provisions of collection system manuals, generalized discompartmented coilection capabilities is permitted in finished intelli-

gence products controlled in a product-oriented compartment.

Special care shall be

taken to ensure that discussion of collection gaps, capabilities to provide indications
and warning intelligence, or advice on the reliability of sources in tiniihed intelligence at a relatively low level of compartmentation

does not exceed allowable

boundaries of SCI control and thereby risk exposure of particularly sensitive SC1 to
persons lacking need-to-know.
The policy constraint on the use of compartmented information on sources and methods in finished intelligence products applies to all Intelligence Community publications, including the National
intelligence Daily and National Intelligence Estimates. It also, applies to all the finished intelligence
production of individual agencies, including formal and informal memoranda and studies.
Supplement:
DCI Security Policy Manual
for SC1 Control Systems

I.
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DClD l/19 Security Policy Manual
IMarchl995
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This manual contains security policy and procedures common to SC1 control system(s) established by the Director of Central Intelligence

(DCI)

for the protection of classified intelligence

information. Users should refer to DCI Directives (DCIDs)

and other documents cited herein for

guidance on specific security functions. Users are referred to applicable SC1 control system manuals or directives for guidance on appropriate classification levels and compartmentation categories.
Questions regarding this manual should be directed to the Director, Community

Management

Staff (CMS) or successor organization, if not answerable by a Senior Official of the Intelligence
Community (SOIC) or his designee of an Intelligence Community (IC) organization.

1.1.1

Accreditation

of SCI FacIIitks

(SCIF+-the

formal certification of a spe-

cific place referred to as a SCIF that meets prescribed DCID

l/21 physical

and technical security standards.
1.12

CertiIkd

CourIersindividuals

SC1 material worldwide.

Government civilian employee, or contractor meeting DCID l/l4 standards,
for that purpose, authorized access to the SCI material they are transporting.

-.

a

whose primary responsibility is to courier

The individual must be an active duty military, US

or holding a PROXIMITY
1.13

Cognizant

approval.

Security Agency (CIA)-Intelligence

organizations or agencies

as defined in E.O. 12333 have the authority and are responsible for all aspects
of secqity program management with respect to the protection of intelligence sources and methods and for implementation of the DCIDs for activities under their purview. A SOIC is, for the purpose of SCI protection and
DCID implementation, considered the equivalent of the head of a CSA or
may delegate such responsibility for the implementation of security policies
and procedures defined in an appropriate Director of Central Intelligence
Directive

@CID)

(e.g.. DCID

1114, I/19.

l/21)

to a Cognizant Security

Office. Other departments, agencies or organizations may at their option, use
applicabk

portions of this DCID

for protection of their information and

activities. In such cases, the head of a respective department, agency or organization shall he the equivalent of a SOIC for the purposes of this DCID,

and

may designate a person to act on their behalf for a specific program.
1.1.4

thgniaut

Security Of&e-l%e

office or offices delegated by the head of a

CSA to administer industrial security in a contractor’s facility on behalf of
thecsA.
1.15

Con-

/
protection ptocoduies mechanism used to regulate or guide

the operation. For the purposes of this manual this 1sdefined as; the ability to
exercise restraint., direction or influence over, or to provide that degree of

UNCLASSIFIED

physical protection necessary to protect; or measures taken to afford that
degree of protect necessary to regulate, handle, manage inforrwtion

or

items.
1.1.6

Data-any

information,

regardiess of its physical form or characteristics,

including, without limitation, written or printed matter; automated information systems (AIS) storage media; maps, charts, paintings, drawings, films,
photos, engravings, sketches, working notes. and papers; reproductions of
such things by any means or process; and sound, voice, magnetic. or electronic rec\)rdings in any form.
1.1.7

Defensive Travel Security Briefings-formal

advisories that alert travcllng

personnel of the potential for harassment, exploitalion. provocation c.aprurc,
entrapment, or criminal activity. These briefings, based upon actual expet-ence when available, include recommended courses of action to mitigate
adverse security and personal consequences. The briefings also suggest passive and active measures that personnel should take to avoid becoming targets or inadvertent victims in hazardous areas.
1.1.8

Designated

Couriers-individuals

whose temporary responsibility

courier SC1 material. The individual must be activeduty

is to

military, US Gov-

ernment civilian employee, contractor of consultant meeting DCID

l/l4

standards, specifically designated for that purpose, authorized access to the
SC1 material they are transporting, or holding a PROXIMITY
approval.
They must be familiar with all rules and regulations governing couriers and
couriered information, and if applicable, those Federal Aviation Administration and local policies and procedures for screening persons carrying classified material on commercial aircraft.
1.1.9

Hard Copy Document-any

document that is initially published and dis-

tributed by the originating component in physical form and that is not stored
or W&milted by electrical means.

1.1.10 Hazardous Activities-assignments

or visits to and travel through countries

designated by the DC1 and/or SOIC in accordance with DCID InO or travel
in combat zones or other areas in which the threat to US personnel from foreign intelligence services, terrorism, or insurgency is such that the physical
safety and security of personnel cannot be reasonably ensured. REF: DCID
l/20 Securify Policy Concerning Travel and Assignment

1.1.11 Intelligence Community (and agencies within the lotelligence
nity&refers

Commu-

to the United States Government agencies and organizations

and activitie ; identified in Section 3 ofthe National Security Act of 1947 and
Section 3.4 (f) (1 through 6) of Executive Order 12333.

1.1.12 Need-to-know-&e&nation

made by an authorized holder of classified

information that a prospective recipient requires access to specific classified
information in order to perform a lawful and authorized function. Such person shall possess an appropriate security ctcarance and access approvals in
accordance with DCID

l/14.
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1.1.13 Raw Intelligence-collected

\“9

intelligence information

that has not yet been

converted into finished intelligence.
1.1.14 Risk of Capture

Briefingsadvisorieh

that alert personnel as to what may

be expected in the way of attempts to force or trick them to divulge classified
information if captured or detained and that offer suggested courses of action
they should follow

to avoid or li@it such divulgence.

These advisories

include instructions/advice for advance preparation of innocuous, alternate
explanations of duties and background.
1.1.15 SC1 Facility (SCIF)--an

accredited area, room, group of rooms, buildings,

or installation where SC1 may be stored, used, discussed, and/or processed.

1.1.16 Senior Intelligence Officer (SlO)-the

highest ranking military or civilian

individual charged with direct foreign intelligence

missions, functions, or

responsibilities within a department, agency, component, command, or element of an Intelligence Community organization.
assigned responsibilities under DCID

SOIC, the SIO is responsible for implementing
of the DCID.

1.1.17 Senior OIklals

of the Intelligence

When an SIO has been

I/19 or delegated authorities by the
the policies and procedures

Community

an agency, office, bureau, or intelligence

(SOW)-the

head of

element listed in Section 3.4(f)

(I through 6) of Executive Order 12333.

a;

1.1.18 Sensitive

Compartmented

Information

(SC&classified

information

concerning or derived from intelligence sources, methods, or analytical processes, which is required to be handled within formal access control systems
established by tbe Director of Central Intelligence.

20 PERSONNEL SECURITY
21

General. The protection of SCI is directly related to the effectiveness of the personnel security program applicable to those individuals having access to such information.

An interlocking acll mutually supporting series of program elements (e.g.,

neai-&know,
investigati&, reinvestigation, and adjudication in accordance with
DClD l/14. Personnel Security Skztuia& and Ptvceduns
Governing Eligibility for

Access to Sensitive Compartmented

Information, binding contractual obligations on

those granted access, security education and awareness. individual responsibility for
observing security requirements and rcportlng surity

concerns, and continuing

security oversight by supervisory personnel) can provide reasonable assurances
against compromise of SCI by those authorized access to it.
2.2

Need-to-Know

Policy.
?he

primary security principle

in safeguarding

Xi

is to

ensure that it is accessible only by those persons with appropriate clearance, access
approvai, clearly

iddfiai

neuM&now,

and an appropriate indoctrination.

Even

when approved f0r.a specific access. the holder is expected to pfacticc a need-toknow discipline in acquiring or disseminating information

about the program(s) or

project(s) involved. Intrinsic to this discipline is acquiring or disseminating
that information essential to effektively carrying out the assignment.

3
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2.3

Standards.

Personnel security standards, reporting of data effecting SC1 eligibility,

investigative requirements, reinvestigations, adjudications, and supervisory security
responsibilities shall be in accordance with DCID
2.4

SC1 Nondisclosure

Agnwment

must sign a DCI-authorized

l/14.

(NdA). As a condition of access to SCI. individuals

NdA,

which includes a provision for prepublication

review. Failure to sign an NdA is cause for denial or revocation of existing SC1
access. The NdA establishes explicit obligations on both the government and the
individual signer for the protection of SCI.
2.5

Recording

Indoctrinations

indoctrinations

and Debriefings.

and debriefings

Briefing officers shall record all SCI

conducted. Administrative

guidance on NdAs,

indoctrination and debriefing forms, and related procedures shall be specified by
SOICs for areas under their cognizance. This guidance shall ensure that NdAs are
retained and retrievable for 70 years after signature.
2.6

Access Approvals.

When need-to-know has been established, investigative results

have been satisfactorily adjudicated, and an authorized NdA has been signed, SC1
access shall be granted and fonn.rIly recorded. Once a SOIC has determined that an
individual is DCID l/l4 eligible without waiver and currently briefed into at least
one SC1 program, the individual may be approved for additional accesz~ by any
SOIC

without

need-&know

further

security

adjudication.

When

a previously

established

no longer exists due to reorganitation, reassignment, change in duties

or any other reason, the SC1 access approval(s)

affected

by this change in

need-to-know shall be canceled, and the individual involved shall be debriefed.
2.6.1

Authority.

SC1 access approvals shall be granted by the SOIC having cogni-

zance of the persons involved. In addition, for persons in non-National Foreign Intelligence Board (NFIB)
government organizations, SCI access
approvals are granted by the DC1 through the CIA. Unless specifically delegated, approval authority for access to certain operational colktion

systems

is retained by the cognizant program manager, executive agent, or national
authority. SOICs are responsible for issuing administrative procedures governing the granting of SC1 accesses in their organizations.

26.2

General SC1 Apprmmts. “PROXIMITY’

approvals may be granted by the
cognizant SOIC to persons who closely support SC1 collection, processing,
or use SC1 but whose duties do not warrant granting operational or
producttiented
indoctrination.

SC1 access approvals,
PROXIMITY

with

the requisite

substantive

allows the holders to Perform their duties in

support of any SCI control system provided the tasks do not involve visual
or aural access to clear text, intelligible SCI.

262.1

PROXIMITY approvals may also he granted. according to the ctiteria in 2.6.2.2 below. whm a person is authorized one or more SC1
control systems. For example, substantive acccas to COMINT
be required even though ~PROXIMITY

is appropriate

access.
26.22

Minimum

criteria for PROXIMITY

4
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approvals arc:

may

for other SC1

-3
\

2.6.2.2.1

c
,~’

The nature of the person’s suppon to SC1 involves a substantial latent risk of exposure to SC1 through inadvertence or a deliberate effort by the individual.

2.6.2.2.2

Approval for a specific SC1 system or project would provide the person more information
through the indoctrination

than needed, either

or by virtue of the access

approval, or both.
2.6.2.23

The person does no* need to know substantive SC1 in
order to perform his or her function and will not receive
access in the normal course of his or her duties.

2.6.2.2.4

The person’s potential for access is such that personnel
security assurances provided through investigations and
adjudication

for collateral

clearances are not deemed

adequate by the cognizant SOIC or designee.
2.6.2.3

Persons determined by their

SOIC to require PROXIMITY

als shall be processed to DCID

approv-

l/14 personnel security standards.

They shall be given a non-SCI-revealing
briefing notifying them
that their duties may bring them in proximity to highly sensitive
government information; cautioning them to report to their security
officer any inadvertent access involving them; and, where appropriate, providing them a generalized description of the appearance of

.
+4&b

SC1 documents (e.g., material may have colorcoded

cover sheets

and will bear handling system caveats) to enable them to recognize
such material if it is exposed to them. (The NdA mentions “special
access” not SCI.)

2.62.4

NdAs are required of persons being granted

PROXIMITY approv-

als to obligate them to observe the agreement’s provisions with
respect to any classified to which they might gain knowledge. If an
inadvertent disclosure is made to an individual with PROXIMITY
approval, that person shall be given a defensive security briefing to
ensure he or she understands the applicability
obligations under it.
2.6.2.5

Once granted, PROXIMITY

of the NdA and the

approvals are valid within the cogni-

zance of the granting SOIC.
2.6.2.6

To the extent that

SOICs find it practicable, persons already holding

substantive access approvals may he converted to PROXlMI’TY

if

they qualify. Those converted shall he cautioned not to discuss with

PROXIMITY-approved Persons their previously acquired
of SCI. SOICs arc expected to cxacisc prudewe in
extending PROXIMITY approvals to persons and positions not
now requiring SC1 access approvals in order to avoid undue burden
on the SCI personnel security system. Processing of substantive
other

knowledge

access approval request will normally take pnoedencc over PROXIMITY requests.

5
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2.7

Central SC1 Database. A community wide SC1 database will be maintained by the
DCI. The DC1 will ensure the database is maintained in a format that will permit the
integration with or expansion into a U.S. government wide clearance data base.

2.8

Security Indoctrination
2.81

and Education

Prior to signing the NdA or being

afforded access to SCI, persons approved

for SC1 access shall be given a non-SCI-revealing

briefing on the general

nature and procedures for protecting the SC1 to which they will be exposed,
advised of their obligations both to protect that information and to report
matters of security concern, and allowed to express any reservations concerning the NdA or access to SCI. Pers-Jns who are unwilling to sign the
NdA or to accept SC1 security obligations shall not be granted SC1 access.
2.8.2

Prepublication review is required for classification and policy review prior to
public release of SCI related information. Such prepublication review is also
necessary to avoid potential damage that would result from confirmation of
previously published information containing SCI. The indoctrination shall
instruct persons that such damage may be aggravated when written and they
may not publicly cite such information especially in conjunction with military title, U.S. Government position, or contractual relationship with SC1
programs. All persons granted SC1 access shall be advised periodically of
their continuing security responsibilities and of security threats they may
encounter. Annex C to DCID l/14, Standards/or Security Awureness Pm-

grwns in the US intelligence Co mmunity, provides guidance.
2.83

Subsequent to signing the NdA, persons shall be fully indoctrinated on the
aspects of the SC1 to which they are authorized access and for which they
have a demonstrated need-to-know. The indoctrination will describe the systems to which access is granted, cite the specific aspects of the system
requiring protection, and advise the recipient of proper channels for reporting matters of security significance, requesting security advice, and determining whether others are authorized access to the system(s) for which the
recipient is approved. The indoctrination

will be structured to inform the

recipient of the sensitivity of the information and appropriate cautions concerning answers to questions from nonbriefed persons, such as family, personal associates, media and journalists.
29

Foreign Contacts. Close, continuing personal associations with foreign nationals
by persons apdtoved for SC1 access are of security concern. Persons with SC1
access shall be informed of their continuing responsibility

to report to their SC1

security officers all close and coniinuing contact with foreign nationals, or any con-

tact with representatives or citizens of foreign countries that is considered threatening or Suspicious.

SCI-indoctrinated persons are also responsible for reporting

contacts with persons from other countries whenever Wse
per&tent

interest

Persons show undue or

in employma& assignmm~ or sensitive national security matters.

Contacts, or failure to r+t
reevaluation of eligibili$

contacts, in eithet of the above situations shall result in
for continued

SC1 i~cccss by the cognizant SOIC. Casual
above situations, normally need not

contacts, which do not fall within either of the
,
be reported.

6
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2.10 SC1 Ravel and hsignment

Security

Policy. Persons currently approved for SC1

access who plan unofficial travel to or through, or who are being assigned to duty in,
foreign countries and areas incur a special security obligation. This includes requirements to provide advance notice of unofficial travel and receive appropriate defensive security briefings prior to official

assignment or unofficial travel. Security

policy applicable to such travel or assignment is stated in DCJD If20, Secutiry Puf-

icy Concerning Trove1 and Assignment of Personnel with Access to SCI.
3.0 PHYSICAL
3.1

SECURITY
Construction

and Protection Standards

All SC1 must be stored within accredited

SCIFs. Accrediting authorities are responsible for ensuring that SClFs are eslabiished only when there are clear operational requirements for them and when existing SCIFs are not adequate to support the requirement. The requirements justifying
a new SCIF shall be documented and maintained with accreditation records. Physical security standards for the construction and protection of such facilities are prescribed in the curtent DCID

Compartmented
3.2

l/21.

Physical

Security

Stundurdr for

Sensitive

Information.

Accreditation of SC@%. The DC1 has responsibility for all SCIF accreditation and
can delegate that authority. Except where specific agreement exists, introduction of
an

additional program into a previously accredited SCIF requires the joint approval

of the host SOIC and the responsible SOIC requesting tenant status.
The CIA shall accredit SCIFs for executive branch departments and agencies outside the Intelligence Community, and for the legislative and judicial branches.
The DCI. or the SOIC conducting an SC1 program with a foreign government, will
accredit the SCIF for that foreign government, or as specified in the program Security manual.
3.21

Co-utilization

of SCIFs

is encouraged

to promote efficiency,

economies, and reduce proliferation of SCIFs. Howeva.

achieve

the efficiency of

c&utilizations should never abrogate the need-@know principle. In co-use
situations, non-related and/or non-WI activities within a SClF must:

3.2.1.1

Have the approval of the accrediting SOIC in advance;

3.2.1.2

Be govemed by a Memorandum
may be

of Understanding (MOU)

which

a hard copy or an electronic communication fully identify-

ing all approving authorities;
32.13

Be physically separated from each other at all times to avoid disclosure of information Elating to respective programs;

3.21.4

Assure that all persons working on non-SCI activities are approved
to DCID

l/14 standards and be given a non-SCI revealing briefing

(see section 2.6.2.3) after meeting the minimum criteria for PROX-

IMITY Approval;

7
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3.215

The accrediting authority for the SCIF at the time of the MOU
remains the overall authority for the SCIF unless all parties concerned agree to transfer such responsibility to another agency. If a
transfer of accreditation or responsibility occurs, IC organizations
must be officially

notified and the accreditation data and facility

security profile b-ansferred to the new CSA. Reaccreditation of the
SCIF

is not required provided

the transferred documentation

includes certification that the SCIF meets DCID

IRI

standards and

identifies any waivers. Acceptance of the accreditation certification
does not relieve the new CSA of responsibility for ensuring compliance with applicable SC1 security requirements, however, changes
to the current SCIF may not exceed the standards estahlkhed
DCID

in

l/21 without the concurrence of the SOIC and approval of

the DCI.
3.2.1.6

The MOU

for a SCIF

must, as a minimum,

identify the CSA

responsible for the general security of the SCIF. the compartmentation and classification level of SC1 authorized for storage, special
security procedures for the SCIF, security and support services each
user requires, and how user requirements will be satisfied. The
accrediting authority retains ultimate responsibility for the security,
physical inspections, and internal operation of the SCIF.
3.22

The CSA responsible for accreditation of the SCIF must approve all physical
modifications of the SCIF and be notified before automated information systems or other forms of electronic equipment and processing system within
the SCIF are added or changed. Before using such equipment for SCI, those
introducing the equipment must ensure appropriate authorities must accredit
or authorize use of the equipment. as requited by the DCID

l/l6

supplement,

Security Manual for Unifom Ptvtection of Intelligence Processed in Automated lnfomation Systems and Networks, dated 19 July 1988, or successor
policy statements.
3.3

Emergency Pans. An tmergency plan shall be developed, approved and maintained for each accredited SCIF. This may be part of an overall department, agency,
or installation plan, so long as it satisfactorily addresses the considerations stated
below. Emergency planning shall take account of fire, natural disaster, labor strife,
entrance of emergency personnel (e.g., host country police and firemen) into a SCIF,
and the physical protection of those working
add-

in such SCIFs.

Planning

should

the adequacy of protection and fire-fighting equipment, of evacuation plans

for persons and SCI, and of life-support equipment (e.g. oxygen and masks) that
might be required.
3.3.1

In areas where political instability, terrorism, host country attitudes, or crim-

possibility that a SCIF might be overrun by hostile
fames, emergency plans must provide for the sccu~ destructionlrcmoval of

inal activity suggests the

SCI under adverse circumstances, to include such eventualities as loss of
electrical

power. non-availability

decomposition

of open spaces

for burning or chemical

of material, and itnmcdiatc action to be taken if faced with

mob attack Where the risk of overrun

is significant, SC1 holdings must be

reduced to, and kept at, an ahsolute minimum needed for current working

8
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3.
N...

purposes, with reference or background material to be obtained,

when

needed. from other activities and returned or destroyed when it has served its
purpose.
3.3.2

Emergency plans shall be reviewed annually and updated as necessary. All
personnel shall be familiar with the plans. In areas where political or criminal activity suggests the possibility that the SCIF might be overrun, drills
shall be conducted as circumstances warrant, but no less frequently than
annually, to ensure testing and adequacy of plans.

4.0 TECJJNJCA I, SECURITY
4.1

Technical Surveillance Countermeasures

Responsible SOICs shall ensure that

technical surveillance countermeasures are conducted at their SCIFs. domestic or
foreign, in accordance with DCJD l/22, Technical Surveillance Counfemeusures.
(TSCM) and DC1 procedural guides issued in accordance with DCID l/22. (Overseas facilities require initial TSCM.)

Briefings on technical penetration threats shall

lx provided to personnel working within SCLFs.

4.2

Comprwnisiog

Emanations Control Security (TEMPJ%T). All equipment used

to transmit, handle, or process SCJ electronically, including communications,

word

processing, VCRs, TV monitors, facsimile machine, and automated information
systems equipment, must satisfy the requirements of NTISSP 300. Nutionuf Tefecommunications and Information Systems Security Policy and NTISSI 7oo0, TEMPEST Countermeasuns for Facilities (or suaxssor policies) in the most efficient,

-

3

cost effective manner possible.

43

Automated Jnformntioo Systems (AJS) Scsurity. All AIS and networks used for
processing. handling, or storing SC1 shall be operated and secured in compliance
with DCID I/16, Security Policy for Uni~om Pmuction of Intelligence Processed
in Automuted Information Systems and New&r
or successor document.

5.0 SC1 INFORMATION
5.1

SERVICES

SC1 Specinl

Security

CENTERS

AND SECURITY

and/or ControI

Of%es

OFFICIALS

Centers.

SC1 Special

Security

Offices and/or Control Centers, as appropriate. shall be established to serve as the
focal point(s) for the nxeipt, control, and accountability of SCI. and other SC1 security functions for one or more SCIFs in the local area. The number of such offices
and/or centers shall be determined locally on the basis of practicality, number of
SCWs to be serviced and organizations involved.
5.2

SC1 Special

Security/Control

OJJkets.

Appropriately

SCI-indoctrinated

special

security officers and/or SC1 control officers and alternates thereto, shall be designated

to operate each SC1 Special Security OfIke and/or Control Center. Such offi-

cials shall normally have day-today

XI

sc4xity

cognizance over tkii

offices/

if any, for that SCJ authorid to be handled by organizations served by them. Responsible SOICs shall ensure appropriate training in
SC1 security policy and procedures is provided their SCI special securitykontrol

centers and subordinate !3CIFs,

0rnm
orn-

.-

$
.$

and oth~

SC1 regisuy/sccudty

personnel. SCI Special !WwityKontrol

shall provide advice and assistance on XI

and other

activities

being

supported,

mattws to their organizations

consistent with

specific

responsibilities

assigned by their SOICs. This may include one or mom of the following:
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5.21

Ensuring that SC1 is properly confrolle4

transmitted, destroyed, packaged,

safeguarded and where appropriate, brought under accountability.
5.2.2

Giving

advice and guidance on SCI classification

matters, sanitization,

downgrading, decompartmentation. and operational use.
5.23

Ensuring that SC1 is disseminated only to persons authorized access to the
material involved and having an established need-t&know.

5.2.4

Conducting

or managing required SCI personnel and physical security

actions and procedures.
5.2.5

Investigating SC1 security infractions and preparing reports and recommendations as required.

5.26

Conducting required interface with SCI telecommunications

centers, AIS

facilities. and similar offices to ensure SCJ security. Interaction between SC1
Special Security/Control Oflicets and Information Systems Security Officers
(ISSOs). appointed pursuant to DCID l/16, is particularly important in
ensuring the security of both SCIFs and the AIS

network

components

housed in ScIFs.

6.0 INFORMATION
6.1

SECURITY

Standard

CJassiJicatJon Marking Rcquimnen h Standard security classification

markings (to include classification authority and declassification markings) shall be
applied to SC1 according to the Executive Order 12356 Nurional Security Information or successor document and Executive Bmnch implementing directives. Classification

guides

issued by

program

managers

shail

be

used

in

classifying

SCI. NOTE: section 6.43 specik
waiver situations when the sponsoring
SOIC deems them apprqwiate based upoa the nature of the material and the
protectiun it is being afforded.
6.2

SC1 Greats,

Codewords, and Designatot~

The bottoms of all pages of

SC1 hard

copy documents shall be marked with the applicable SC1 control system caveats.
The front and back covers of bound documents shall also be appropriately marked
with the proper SC1 system caveats. Whenever practicable, front and back covers
shall bear the color code bar(s) for the system(s). If the material is to be controlled in
only one

SC1 control system, mark it as follows:

“HANDLE VIA (name of SC1 eoatml s@m)
If the material is to be controlled in two or moot XI

CHANNELS ONLY”
control systems, mark it as

follows:

“HANDLEVIA(namesofSCIewtrd~)

CHANNELSJOINTLY

Mark SCI cudewutds or operational ,pfogram designators along with the security
protadion. codewords and program desig-

classification on all pages requiring SCI

nators are to be placad after the classification at tops and bottoms of pagts.
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Digrapbs and Trigraphs. It is DC1 policy that digraphs and trigraphs are
normally unclassified. There are circumstances that may require classification. Before a di/trigraph is classified. a threat assessment identifying the risk
of unclassified use must be made. The SOIC must approve classification in
the appropriate classification guide. SC1 briefed personnel are required to be
cognizant of operational security concerns and potential classification when
di/trigraphs are associated with program information, activities, or locations.
Di/trigraphs should be disclosed only to personnel who understand the sensitivity and requirement for appropriate protection.

6.3

Dissemination

Control

Markings.

When applicable to their information content.

SCJ documents shall be marked with the dissemination control markings in the manner prescribed by DCID

l/7, Security Conlrols on the Disseminalion

of Intelligence

Information.
6.4

Portion Marking. Each copy of an SC1 document shall, by marking or other means,
indicate: (I) which portions are classified, with the applicable classification level,
and which portions are not classified; and (2) which portions require SC1 codewords, caveats, program designators, or KID
6.4.1

I/7 control markings.

Security protection requirements of portions shall be shown by abbreviations
for classifications (i.e.,TS.”

‘S,” and “C,” in descending order. “U” to des-

ignate unclassified items); authorized abbreviations for SC1 control system
caveats; authorized digraph. trigraph. or other recognized abbreviations for
codewords; product or project indicators; and DCID Jn control marking
short abbreviations. Portion markings shall be placed immediately following
the portion letter or number, or in the absence of sections. parts, paragraphs
or sub-paragraphs, ,at the beginning of unnumbered paragraphs, and after
main titles that stand alone.
6.45

Alternatively,

such as in the case of documents all portions of which are of

the same level of classification and control, a paragraph or statement on the
document may be used to indicate the security protection requirements of
document portions. Unless the usefulness of the document would suffer
thereby. titles of SCI documents shall be so worded as to avoid the need for
compartmented control and to minimize or eliminate the need for classification.
6.43
.

With DCI

approval and in compliance

with the Executive

Order

12356

National

Security Information or SUCC~SSOT
document, SOICs may grant

waivers

of

the

portion

contractor-generated

marking

quirements

for

government

and

SC1 when deemed necessary to alleviate an extreme

administrative and/or cost burden. Waivers shall not be considered for any
permanently

valuable

records

of

the

government.

Any

information

outside the facility, whc~ it may be used as a source document
in the derivative classification of other information, must be portion marked
before its transmittal. Further, any document upon which the waiver is

transmitted

exercised shall be marked as follows:

.

.
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“WARNING-THIS
DOCUMENT SHALL NOT BE USED
AS A SOURCE FOR DERIVATIVE CLASSIFICATION”
6.5

Letters or Memoranda of Transmittal and Facsimile Ikansmission.
65.1

SCI

lhw.smittal

Letters/Memoranda.

Mark transmittal letters/memoranda

that contain SC1 but which transmit SC1 of another category with the highest
classification of the letter/memorandum

and its enclosure(s)/attachment(s).

any SC1 caveats and/or codewords that apply to the transmittal lettedmernorandum itself, and a notation such as:

“CONTAINS (*) INFORMATION”
(* = classification, caveat(s)/codeword(s)
as applicable to the enclosed/attached material only)
“REGRADE AS (**)
( ** = classification, caveat(s)/codeword(s)
applicable to the transmittal letter/memorandum only)
WHEN SEPARATED FROM ENCLOSURE(S)/A’ITACHMENT(S)”
When applicable, the transmittal letter/memorandum
ument Accountability

Number (DAN)

itself must bear a Doc-

consistent with the SC1 it contains

(see section 6.6). The package of the transmittal lemx/memorandum
enclosure(s)/attachment(s)

and its

must bear an SCI cover sheet (see section 6.8)

that reflects the classification and all SC1 caveats/codewords
the package. The cover sheet shall bear a DAN

applicable to

assigned in accordance with

4l

the established precedence of SC1 systems.

6.53

Class&ed or Unclassified Transmittal

Letters/Memoranda.

mittal letters/memoranda that contain classified information,

Mark transbut no XI,

or

which are unclassified, with the highest classification of the letter/memorandum and its enclosure(s) attachments(s) and a notation such as:

“CONTAINS

(classification,caveat(s)/codeword(s))

INFORMATION”

“REGRADE AS (classification)
WHEN SEPARATED FROM ENCLOSURE(S)/ATTACHMENT(S)”
or
“UNCLASSIFlED WHEN ENCLO!3ED/A’ITACHED SCI DOCUMENTS
ARE REMOVED” (as applicable to the contents of the letter/memorandum itself)
l%e transmittal letter/memorandum
as appqtiate.

men@) should be
dum

and

should identify the originating registq,

An SCI cover sheet appropriate to the enclosute(syattach-

pkcd on the package

its enclosurc+)lattachmcnt(s).

of the transmittal lettcr/Jnunoran7%~

cover

sheet

shall

bear

accountability numbers as appiopriate.
653

Header

Sheets. Conspicuously mark the top and bottom of individual

header sheets used to precede the transmission of SCI material by secure facsimile with the highest secu,ity classification of the transmitted material.
Appropriate SC1 caveats, and/or DCID

IL
UNCLASSIFIED

In control markings shall be promi-

i”
b.
w

UNCLASSiFlf:D

nently marked on header sheets. Where applicable. XI

documents transmit-

ted by secure facsimile shall be marked and accounted for in the same
manner as hard copy documents.
6.6

SC1 Document
DAN

Accountability Numbers (DAN). Originators shall assign a
approved by the SOIC as accountable. Blocks of

to those SC1 documents

numbers will be assigned to SOIC’s by the CIA or by a SOIC’s SC1 Information
Services Center (as appropriate). DANs shall be placed in the designated block on
cover sheets, on the front cover and title page (if any), and all succeeding pages.
Any retrieval or configuration management number used for information management purposes may be assigned to a document but should not be considered a security control or protection mechanism.
6.6.1

Each DAN shall consist of an identifiable character of the applicable control
system, a six-digit number selected on a “‘one up” basis from the block

of

numbers assigned to the control office, and the last two digits of the current
year, separated by a hyphen. When a document contains SC1 subject to two
or mote control systems, assign a DAN

according to the established prece-

dence of SC1 systems. For example, material containing TK and COMINT
would be assigned a TCS number.
6.6.2

If a DAN is used, a copy number must be assigned to individual documents.
In addition, copy numbers along with the DAN

must be properly displayed

on the cover or on page I of the document. The copy number can be a combination of digits and/or letters to show reproduced copies, such as Series B,
copy I, copy 2, ect.

6.7

Specialized Media Labeling Rquirements
6.7.1

Automated Iuformatiuu

for SCL

Systems (AIS)

Malia. Each item [e.g. demount-

able data and program storage medium (magnet&

tape. disk pack, floppy

disk, magnetic cassette, compact disk, etc.). card deck, punched paper tape]
shall be externally labeled with the highest classification and most restrictive
category of information ever recorddd theu3un 4~Al the media are sanitized
or declassilied (see para 61.4).

Iutemal

AIS

media

identification

shall

include security markings in a form suitable for the media (i.e., classification;

SC1 system caveats, codewords, product indicators; and DCID IL’ con-

trol markings, if applicable).
6.7.2

Pbotograpbii

Media aud Video %pc

Photography in roll, flat, or other

form and video tape containing SC1 shall he labeled with its classification
and applicable SC1 control system caveats or codewords. For film in roll
form, a label itemizing the required data shall be placed on the end of the
spool flange, on the side of the spool container, and on the container cover (if
any). If the flange label is visible through the container, uo outside labeling
is required. Roll film and video tape shall

include head and tail sequences

and all security markings applicable to the contents. Positive film flats or
slides shall bear individual intunal
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markings showing the classification and

j

all applicable SC1 and other control markings. The frames of slides shall also
be labeled with the classification and applicable SC1 caveats and codewords
(which may be abbreviated if necessary to fit in the space provided).

6.7.3

Microform Media.
6.7.3.1

Microfiche. Each microfiche shall have a heading, the elements of
which arc readable without magnification,

that provides the docu-

ment title (which may be abbreviated), abbreviated classification,
SC1 DAN if applicable, and, using standard abbreviations, applicable SC1 caveats and codewords and DCID

l/7 control markings by

color or other immediately recognizable means, where practicable.
Individual

microfiche

shall be placed in color-coded envelopes

indicative of the SC1 control system(s) applicable to the informational contents.
6.73.2

Microfilm.

Each roll of microfilm

shall contain classification and

conpol information at the beginning and end of the roll. This may
be in abbreviated form. Boxe$ containing processed film on reels
and film cartridges shall be labeled to show the document title
(generic title if more than one document is on the film), the highest
security classification of the contents, the SC1 caveats and codewords applicable to the filmed information, and any DCID l/7 control markings that may apply.

6.7.4

Electronically

Transmitted

Information.

SC1 transmitted by accredited

electrical or electronic means resulting in record copy material shall be
marked at the top and bottom of each page (to include each segment of messages printed on perforated

paper) with its security classification,

and

labeled to show all applicable SCI caveats, codewords and product designators, and any DCID

I/7 control markings that apply. These markings shall be

clearly shown consistent with the design of the message format being used
except that the overall classification

and applicable SC1 caveat or code-

words(s) and product indicator(s), and DCID

I/7 control markings shall pre-

cede the text of the message. Section 6.1 on classification/declassification
marking and section 6.4 on portion marking shall be applied in the case of
record

SC1 traffic. SC1 documents transmitted by secure facsimile are not

messages. They shall be marked and accounted for the same as if they were
hard copy documents (see section 6.5.3 for guidance).
6.75

Hard Copy F&s, Folders, or Groups of Documents

Hard Copy files,

folders. or groups of documents shall be conspicuously marked to ensure the
protection of all SCI contained therein. Such material shall be mvked on the
file

folder tab or other prominent location, or have an appropriate SC1 cover

sheet affixed.

6.7.6

Graphic Arts Materials. Visual aids, maps, art work, blueprints, videos,
marked with the assigned classification and applicable SC1 con-

etc. shall be

trol system or codewords under the legend, title block, or scale, and at the
top and bottom in such a manner as to be reproduced on all copies.
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Cover Sheets. When it is necessary to guard against unauthorized disclosure to persons not possessing appropriate SC1 accesses, separate cover sheets shall be used on
SCI documents. When sending SC: material to another agency, appropriate cover
sheets shall be used Cover sheets shall show, by color or other immediately recognizable format or legend, what SC1 control system or combination of systems apply,
the classification, and other applicable markings.

6.9

SC1

Policy. It is the DCI’s policy to eliminate document accountability as a routine

security protection measure. SC1 security or control officers responsible for SCIFs
shall maintain records, manual or electronic (bar codes), of external receipt and dispatch sufficient to investigate loss or compromises of SCI documents during transmittal.

6.9.1

Accountable SC1 -that

SC1 information determined by the SOlC or desig-

nee to be of critical enough sensitivity to rquire

the most stringent protec-

tion methods, including traceability and audit.
6.9.1.1

AppnwaI Authority.
accountability,

SOICs arc authorized to approve document

in writing,

information w&in

on specific highly sensitive program

SCI. This authority may not bc delegated. An

annual report of accountable authorizations, volume, and cost may
be required at the tequcst of the DCI.
6.9.1.2

Records for Incoming Accountable
section 69.3.

SCI. Except as provided in

a record shall be kept of accountable SC1 documents

received by a SCIF. Records shall identify the material by DAN and
copy number, originator, a brief description of the material, and the
identity of an individual or office(s) within the SCIF that received
the material. This will uonnally be satisfied by maintaining records
including elcctrouic bar codes that provide necessary identifying
data. Accountability

of electronically

generated hardcopy account-

able data (e.g. faxes, E-mail, or records message traffic) may be fulfilled through any record system maintained for other hard copy
documents.
.Material

which has hecn designated as accountable by the SOIC.

shall be controlled in or&r to comply with the requirements of Section 6.11.

6.9.1.3

Outgo&

Aecouatabk XL Except as provided in section 6.9.3, a
receipt or equivalent record, shall be retained

manual or electronic

for two years for all accountable XI
the SCIF.

Receipts

shall identify

physically dispatched from
the material

by DAN,

copy

number, and originator; contain a brief description of the material;
and identify the recipient (individual ar office). Par Confidential
coMINT-lXWcd

mate&&

through the rquirap

thii

rquircmeut

may

he fullilkd

Defense Courier System (DCS) pouch or

package receipt or by utha appropriate dissemination records kept
by the set&~.
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6.93

Non-accountable

SCI.

Accountability

records (e.g. internal

receipting

among activities in the same SCIF, access records, destruction certificates)
are not required for non-accountable SC1 data. External receipts and dispatch records shali be maintained to ensure documents are not lost in transmission.
6.93

Working Material. Accountability records are not required for SC1 working
materials used exclusively

within a SCIF. Such materials must be safe-

guarded according to the handling, storage, and disposition requirements for
accountable SC1 documents; marked “Working Papers-Destroy

within 90

days”, and must be destroyed within 90 days of origin or placed in formal
SCI control channels. SOICs may grant waivers of the 9O-day period.

6.10 Temporary

Release of SC1 Outside a SCIF. When operational needs require SC1

to be released for processing or temporary use by SCI-indoctrinated
non-XI-accredited

persons in

areas, such release shall only be accomplished with the consent

and under tbe supervision of the responsible SCI security/control

officer. The

responsible officer shall obtain signed receipts for SCI tekased in this manner and
shall ensure that conditions of use will provide adequate security until the SC1 is
returned to SCIF.

6.11 Audits sod Inventories for Accountable Documents. SOICs shall arrange for SC1
security/control officers, to conduct such periodic reviews of SCI held by organizations under their cognizance, and will ensure that proper accountability is being
maintained and that SC1 is destroyed when no longer needed. SOICs mav require
the inventory of accountable SC1 within activities under their cognizance.
6.12

Repmducthm.

Reproduction of SC1 documents shall be kept to a minimum consis-

tent with operational necessity. Copies of documents are subject to the same control,
accountability, and destruction procedures as the originals. Stated prohibitions
against reproduction shall be honomd. CSAs will ensure tbat equipment used for
SCI

rtproduetion

is thoroughly

inspected a-d

sanitized

before equipment

is

removed from a SCIF.
6.13 ~porta~ansmission.
SC1 shall be transmitted from one SCIF to another in
a manner that ensures it is properly protected. Material hand-carried by a courier
shall be transported in an approved container discretely marked with a notation such

as “PROPERTY OF THE US GOVERNMENT-TO
BE RETURNED
UNOPENED TO (name of appropriate organization and telephone number that will
bc manned at all times).” A briefcase with a locking de&e can serve as an outer
wrapper. No inner wrapper is required if SCI is transported between SCIFs within
the same building. If a briefcase is used, an unobtrusive luggage tag will be used and
contain the aforemen tioned notation/iuformation.

6.13.1 Couricr~urcs.SCIrnaybecaniedfromone~toanotberbyoertified or designated courier(s) approved for this prose,

by diplomatic pouch,

or by tht DC!% One person may serve as a courier. however, the responsible
senior sax&y

officer or designee should assess circumstances such as vol-

ume of material,

mode of travel, high crime area, sensitivity, etc. which

would indicate that more than one person would be prudent to ensure eontinuous custody and protection of tire material. Designated couriers should only
be used for time critical/time

sensitive data in those cases where certified
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couriers cannot satisfy requirements. Courier procedures shall ensure that
SC1 materials shall be handled only by individuals determineA to be VCID

I/

I4 eligible, and will ensure that the m;.terials are protected against the possibility of hijacking, loss, exposure to unauthorized persons, or other forms of
compromise.

6.13.2 Wrapping Procedures. SC1 shall be enclosed for shipment in two opaque
envelopes or be otherwise suitably double-wrapped using approved containers. Outer containers shall be secured by an approved means that reasonably
protect against surreptitious access. The inner and outer containers shall be
annotated 10 show the package number and addresses of the sending and
receiving SCIF. The notation “TO BE OPENED

BY THE (appropriate SCI

Special Security Control Officer)” shall be placed above the pouch address
of the receiving SCIF on the inner container. The inner wrapper shall contain
the document receipt and the name of the person or activity for whom the
material is intended. The applicable security classification and the legend

“CONTAMS

SENSITIVE

COMPARTMENTED

INFORMATION”

shall appear on each side of the inner wrapper only.

6.133 Electronic ~nsmissii.

Senders of

SC1 transmitted electrically or elec-

tronically (to include facsimile, computer, secure voice, E-mail. or any other
means of telecommunication). must ensure that such transmissions are made
only to authorized recipients. Recipients must provide proper protection for
SC1 SO received. Electronic transmission of SC1 shall be limited to specifically designated and accredited communications

circuits secured by an

NSA-approved cryptographic system and/or protected distribution systems.
The construction and protection of SC1 telecommunications facilities shall
be as prescribed in DCID

l/21 and NACSI

4000-series publications or

SUC-

cessor publication documents.

6.14 DeJtructioo of SCI. SC1 shall be tined

for the time periods specified in records

control schedules approved by the Archivist of the United States (44 U.S.C. 33 and
FPMR

101-11.4).

Destnrction Records for an

accountable SC1 document shall be

retained in a master record. Duplicate information and other non-recorded copies of

SC1 documents shall be destroyed as soon as possible aher their purpose has been
served. Destruction shall be accomplished in a manner that will preclude reconstruction in intelligible form. Only those DC1 approved methods (e.g., burning, pulping,
shredding, pulverizing, melting, or chemical decomposition, depending on the type
of material to be destroyed) specifically autborizd

may be used. Destruction of data

shall be assured by an appropriately indoctrinated person(s). For situations such as
high volume or bulk destruction of accountable data, or when the destruction of
accountable data is external to a SCIF, the responsible senior security officer or des-

ignee may determine that two personnel are appropriate. SCI in computer or automated inhmation systems or other magtic
media shall be “destroyed” through
cr8surc by approved degaussing cquipmant or by executing sanit.ization proceduFts
spedtied in the Gui& to Una!ersranding Da&zRemanence in Auromarcd Infomation
Systms, (NCSC-‘lQC25), September 1991, or successor publication.
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7.0 CONTRACTOR/CONSULTANT
7.1

SECURITY

Policy. Basic DC1 policy on release of foreign intelligence to contractors and consultants (hereinafter contractors) is contained in paragraph 7, of DCID

Contfds on Dissemmimtion of htelfigence hformdion.

lf7. Security

Specific release provisions

should be included in any control system manuals and regulations. SC1 may be
released by SOICs

to U.S. Government contractors according to the following

instructions.
7.1.1

The release, control, handling, accountability, and destruction of SCI shall
be accomplished pursuant to the provisions of DCID

l/7 and this m;mual.

The permission of the originator of the information to be released shall be
obtained in compliance with DCID

In.

(If necessary, this permission may

be granted in the form of lateral agreements between departments and agencies.)
7.1.2

The sponsoring agency or deparhnent shall prescribe as part of the contractual arrangement tbe security requirements for safeguarding SC1 according
to this directive DCID

I/19. This may include a requirement that the con-

tractor or consultant establish and maintain SCIF(s). All activities involving
SCI (including discussions) shall be conducted in a SCIF. Exceptions may be
approved for manufacturing and operational activities based on security provisions tailored to the specific heat
7.13

to the activity.

The security portions of contracts for work involving SC1 shall include
detailed guidance to the contractor concerning the use of references to SC1
accesses, even by unclassified acronyms in advertising or recruitment media.
In general, references to SSBI (Single Scope Background Investigation) will
be allowed in these venues while references to SC1 per se will be allowed or
denied, on a case by case basis. Guidance will be based on the contractor’s
total Situation (size. heterogeneity of technical population, product lines,
etc.) along with the realization that such media provides foreign intelligence
services a ready basis for targeting activities. Failure to comply with any
prohibition against recruitment should be considered a breach of contract,
and will also be considered _.security violation.

7.1.4

SOICs of the sponsoring agency or department shall p@rm,

or have per-

formed, security surveys at contractor or consultant SCIFs and accredit the
SCIF. prior to release of SCI. The purpose of the survey is to determine that
the SCIF and security procedures established by the contractor or consultant
are adequate for the protection of XI.

If it meets SC1 standards, the SCIF

shall be accredited for the SC1 program(s) involved. When a SOIC assumes
cognizance of an already accredited SCIF, the SOIC may accept an earlier
security survey as the basis for his accreditation provided there have been no
significant changes to the !ElF

in the intervening period and the survey is

not more than three years old. m,

physical security inspections to

ensure continuous compliance with SC1 security requirements shall be conducted, in accordance with DC9[D l/21.
7.15

Decisions

on selection of contractors for SC1 activities must take into

account the contractor’s past record in properly safeguarding classified material.
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7.1.6

SCIFs established in industry must be monitored by the sponsoring SOIC to
ensure that SC1 security procedures are followed and that SC1 documents are
properly segregated from other materials held by the contractor. When two
or more organizations release SC1 to a given contractor which will be used
within the same SCIF, the organizations shall execute a MOU defining each
organizations’ SC1 security responsibilities.

7.1.7

With respect to SC1 contractor visit requests, it is the responsibility of the US
Government contracting officer or the department or agency sponsoring the
visit to:
7.1.7.1
7.1.7.2

Establish a valid need-to-know for the contractor’s visit; and
Permit certification of the contractor’s SC1 access(es) by either the
government

program security officer or the contractor security

officer holding the accesses.
7.2

Foreign Ownership, Control, or Influence (FOCI).
(This Section remains the same a, found in DCID

l/l9

dated I9 February 1987.

Any changes in FOCI are to be determined by the Security Policy Board and will be
incorporated at a later date.)
8.0 LEGISLATIVE
8.1

BRANCH

ACCE2X

TO SC1

Policy
8.1.2

As a basic principle, access to intelligence information

shall be consistent

with the protection of intelligence sources and methods. Normally, Congressional requests for intelligence information can be satisfied at the collateral
(i.e., n6iSCI)

level, bul in certain instances, thert may be a need for access

to SCI. In these instances, every effort shall be made to exclude, to the extent
possible, data on intelligence sources and methods.
8.13

Members of Congress may be provided access to SC1 on a need-to-know
basis without a security investigation or adjudication after appropriate indoctrination. Heads of organizations within the Intelligence Community or Program Managers providing SCI shall provide indoctrination

briefings on the

sensitivity and vulnerability of the information, and the sources and methods
involved, as required to ensure ptoper protection. Documentation

relative to

the passing of clearances should include the fact of, or convey the status of,
appropriate clearance/access indoctrination.
81.4

Access to SC1 by staff members of the Senate Select Comtnittce on Intelligence (XXI)
(HFWI)

and the House Permanent +xt

an governed by Munomnda

Chairmen of these Committees I@

Committee

of Understanding

the DCI. Provision of information and

materials to these Committees shall be in acuxdance
armngemcnts.

on Intelligence
executed by the

with mutually agreed
L
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81.5

Requests for SC1 access approvals for other legislative
shall be referred to the Director
@CA)

branch personnel

of the Office of Congressional

Affairs

for DC1 approval. Requests must be in writing by committee or sub-

commit&

chairmen

and clearly

describe the nominee’s need-to-know.

Issues arising with regard to Particular requests shall be referred to the DC1
for resolution. Unless otherwise authorized by the DCI.

approval for SC1

access for legislative branch staff personnel shall be limited to:
8.151

Permanent staff personnel of appropriate Congressional committees
and subcommittees;

8.1.5.2

Selected employees of the General

Accounting

Office

and the

Library of Congress; and

8.153

Selected members of the staffs of the leadership of the House and
Senate, as agreed by the DC1 and the leadership.

8.2

VerIfIcatIoa Requirement,

The DCI’s OCA will verify, in coordination with pro

gram managers and on behalf of the DCI, the need of persons in the legislative
branch, other than members of Congress, for SC1 access. Verifications

shall be

based on such persons’ job responsibilities in the following areas:
8.21

Direct involvement in authorization legislation pertaining to IC organizations;

8.2.2

Direct involvement in appropriations legislation for IC organizations;

823

Direct involvement in reviews authorized by law of activities of XC organizations; and

lU.4

Direct involvement in other legislative matters which, of necessity, require
direct SC1 access.

8.3

Access AppmvaI Pnnxdures
83.1

SQ access approvals may be granted to staff personnel in the legislative
branch, described above, who possess a Top Secret wllatcral clearance and
who meet the investigative standards set forth in DCID

l/14. Requests for

exceptions to this policy shall be referred to the DC33 Director of OCA. The
requester of the SCI access approval
14scope investigation wnductal.

is mPonsible

cessing requests for investigations on legislative
should be akrt

for having a DCID

II

Security organizations involved in probranch staff personnel

to guard against ertor that could arise from investigative

records being held by different agencies or from uncertainty about the clcarancea/aocess approvals held by staff paoolrncl. Adequate ~XQ& of invcstigations ad clearances should be kept and u@atal. Reports of investigation
shall he reviewed by the CIA Doctor
office to ensure uniform a@kation

of Pcrsonntl Security or SUC(XsSOr

of DCID l/14 scuuiv critia

granting access approvals shall be coordinated with the appropiate
managers, as agreed by the DCI.
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83.2

Staff personnel in the legislative branch receiving SC1 access approvals shall
be provided appropriate security briefings by the CIA and shall sign NdAs
before receiving SC1 access. SC1 access approvals shall be recorded in a
community wide database. Copies of NdAs shall be provided to program
managers who request them.

833

The DCI’s OCA shall be notified promptly of employee job changes or terminations to ensure debriefing of employees who no longer require access
and to ensure updating of a community wide data base. SC1 access approvals
for legislative branch employees must be withdrawn if an employee leaves
the specific position for which access was authorized.

If SCI acces\ i\

required in the new position, a new need-to-know determination is required
83.4

SC1 shall be made available to committee and subcommittee members only
through or under the authority of the Chairman of the Congressional committee or subcommittee concerned.

84

Hading
8.4.1

and Storage of SCI.
Any executive branch component that provides SC1 to Congress shall ensure
that the handling and storage of such information conforms to the requirements of DCID

Inl(see

section 3.1) or successor policy statements. SCIFs

shall be accredited by the CIA. Where adequate provisions cannot be made
for the handling and storage of SCI, no such information may be provided
without the approval of the DCI.
8.43

Testimony or briefings involving SC1 provided to persons in the legislative
branch shall be subject to the following security measures:
8.4.2.1

Thorough physical security and technical surveillance countermea‘sums will be conducted in accordance with DCID 1121 and DCID
I/22.

8.4.2.2

All persons present, other than elected officials, including transcribers and other clerical personnel, must be certified for access to the
SCI being discussed. Arrangements shall be made to monitor
entrances to the room where the presentation will be given to
exclude unauthorized persons.

8.4.2.3

All transcriptions or notes that result from briefings or testimony
must be handled and stored according to the SC1 security requirements as specified in section 8.4. I.

8.4.2.4

The room in which a presentation is given must be inspected after
the presentation

8.4.2.5

to ensure that all SCI is properly secured.

Any IC organization that provides SC1 to a Congressional wmmittee, otk

than

a committee routinely involved in the oversight and

appropriations pr0cexxs of IC organizations, shall endeavor to pro-

i
‘.& $

vide such information through the S!XI

or HFXI,

as appropriate.

The SSCI and HPSCI both have facilities that meet the DCID

l/21

requirements and personnel trained in SC1 handling procedures.
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The committee

requesting

the information

should contact the

HPSCI or SSCI and obtain permission to use their facilities prior to
the transmittal of the information. Where possible, the IC orgnnizstion concerned should retain custody of the SCI. Where the information must be physically transferred, arrangements shall be made
beforehand to eliminate or minimize

the risk of exposure of SC1

sources and methods. Records of the transfer shall be maintained by
the department or agency providing the information.
8.5

Marking

SC1 Released to Congrsq.

SC1 being prepared for release to members of

Congress and Congressional committees shall be marked with all applicable classifications, SCI caveats, codewords, project indicators, and DCID
ings. The term “SENSITIVE”

l/7 control marh-

may not be used instead of, or in addition IO, XI

markings, as it does not convey the nature or extent of the sensitivities involved.
Releasing agencies shall ensure, through their legislative offices or comparable elements, that Congressional committee

staff employees,

through their legislative

offices or comparable elements, that Congressional committee staff employees, and
employees of the Library of Congress and the General Accounting Office, have
clearances and SC1 access authorizations appropriate for receipt of the material
involved. Releasing agencies also shall ensure that SC1 being provided legislative
branch components is stored in accredited SCIFs.
9.0 JUDICIAL
9.1

BRANCH

ACCESS

TO SC1

Policy. Pursuant to the Classified Information Procedures Act of 1980 (CIPA) (Public Law 96-456,94 Stat. 2025 18 U.S.C. Appendix 4) and the “Security Procedures
Established Pursuant to Public Law 96456.94
Stat. 2025 18 U.S.C. Appendix 4. By
The Chief Justice of the United States For The Protection of Classified Information,” dated 12 February 1981. arrangements for the care, custody, and control of
SC1 material involved in any Federal criminal case shall he the responsibility of the
Department of Justice (DoJ) Security OfIicer in coordination with the appropriate
executive branch agency security representative.
9.1.1

Federal District and Circuit Court Judges and Supreme Court Justices are the
only judicial branch employees who are exempt from routine security clearance processing. All other judicial branch personnel must receive a security
clearance as provided for in the Security Procedures issued pursuant to the
Classified Information Procedures Act.

9.1.2

The government may obtain, consistent with the CIPA and its Security Procedures, as much information as possible in its attempt to make an adjudication pursuant to DCID

9.13

1114 for individuals acting for the defense.

There is no requirement for investigation

or SC1 access authorization for

members of the federal juries. At a minimum,

the govemment

the trial judge to give jurors a cautionary instruction on diilosure

will request
of classi-

fied information provided during the trial.
9.1.4

A Judicial Security Officer shall be appointed by the court frdm recommendations submitted by the DoJ Security Officer and with the concurrence of
the head of any IC entity (or his/her designee) from which the case-related
SCI originates.

The Judicial Security Officer
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is responsible for ensuring

compliance with the CIPA and all other applicable directives and regulations
concerning the safeguarding of SCI. and for providing needed SC1 security
support to all persons involved in particular cases.
9.2

SC1 Access Requirements.

Requirements for SC1 access approvals shall be pro-

vided to the security officer who shall notify the DoJ Security Officer. The DoJ
Security Officer shall coordinate requirements

with agencies/program

managers

involved.
9.3

SC1 Access Eligibility

Determination

Procedures.

SCI access will he authorized

by the DoJ Security Officer, who is responsible for adjudicating the results of investigatmns required by DCID
9.3.1

l/14.

The court and other appropriate officials shall be notified in writing by the
DoJ Security Officer of SC1 access approvals.

93.2

SC1 indoctrination briefings shall be provided by

DoJ Special Security Cen-

ter (SSC) personnel, or by an appropriately indoctrinated representative of
the DoJ SSC.
9.4

Handling and Storage of SCI. Matters pertaining to the handling, storage, and disposition of SC1 shall be coordinated with the security officer, who is responsible for
ensuring that proper safeguarding procedures are established and that adequate stor-

-.
:\ .
t-J

age is provided for the SC1 pursuant to the CIPA Security Procedures and this manual. These matters shall be coordinated with the US Intelligence Community entities
originating the SC1 involved in the case.
95

Additional

Details. Additional details/information

may be found in the CIPA and/

or the Security Procedures, which may be obtained from the DoJ SSC. Any question
concerning interpretation of the CIPA security procedures shall be resolved by the
court in consultation with the DoJ Security Officer and the appropriate executive
branch agency security representative.

INFRACTIONS, VIOLATIONS, COMPROMISES,

10.0 SC1 SECURITY
RIZED

AND

UNAUTHO-

DISCLOSURES

10.1 Reporting

Respogsibilities. S0IC.s shall ensure that persons under their cognizance are initially instructed and periodically reminded to report to their respective
SC1 Security/Control Officer:

10.1.1 Any possible or actual security violation, infractions or compromise involving SCI. Individuals who learn of such circumstances, infractions or compromise shall tak: immediate

action to protect SCI found in an unsecure

environment until it can be restored to SCI control.

104.2 publication in the mcdii of actual or apparent SC1 information. Respective
SC1 Security/Control

OfIieers.

shall report incidents through appropriate

channels to the cognizant SOIC who will advise the DCI.

J

\

10.13 Any unauthorized revelation or exposure of SC1 that might reasonably be
expected to result in publication of the SCI.
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10.2 Investigations.

SOICs

shall establish procedures within

their organizations to

ensure that all security violations, infractions, compromises, and unauthorized disclosures of SC1 occurring in areas subject to their jurisdiction are properly investigated. Investigations

shall be designed to determine

if there is a reasonable

likelihood that a compromise of SC1 may have occurred, the identity of the person(s) responsible for the unauthorized disclosure, and the need for remedial measures to preclude a recurrence. The adjudication of security incidents will apply a
risk-based analysis which will assess intent, location of incident, risk of compromise, sensitivity of information, and mitigating factors.
10.2.1 If a compromise is determiried to have occurred, the cognizant SOIC shall
immediately report it to the appropriate IC program manager. An investigation shall be conducted to identify full details of the violation/compromise,
and to determine

what specific information

was involved,

what damage

resulted, and whether culpability was involved.
10.22

If the case involves an inadvertent disclosure, the SCI Security/Control
Officer is cxpeeted to exercise his or her best judgment as to whether the
interest of SCI security are served by seeking written agreements from unindoctrinated persons to whom SCI has been inadvertently disclosed. If the
judgment is that those interests are so served, the person(s) involved will
sign an inadvertent disclosure agreement, and the responsible SCI Security/
Control Officer has reason to believe that the person(s) will maintain absolute secrecy concerning the SC1 involved, the report of investigation may
conclude that no compromise occurred.

10.23

The form of inadvertent disclosure agreement may be developed by SOICs,
but shall, in all cases, be structured so that it conveys no classified information itself, emphasizes that there is no time limit on the need to safeguard the
disclosed data, reminds the signer of the provisions of the Espionage Statutes,and commits the signer to certifying his/her understanding of the situation and to affirming that they will never, without proper authority, disclose
or discuss the information with any o: aer person.

10.24

Summaries of investigations and of related actions shall be provided to the
DC1 by the responsible SOIC:
10.24.1

When investigations show that SC1 was inadvertently disclosed to
foreign nationals or deliberately disclosed to unauthorized persons;
or

10.24.2

When cases under investigation involve damage deemed significant
by the cognizant SOIC - espionage. flagrant dereliction of security
duties, or serious inadequacy of security policies or ptocedures.

10.3Corrective Actlon.
Investigating

officers shall advise cognizant

nesses in security programs and recommend corrective a&on(s).
sible for ensuring that corrective
violations and compromises.

SOICs of weakSOICs are respon-

action is taken in all eases of actual security

Administrative

actions imposed in eases of demon-

strated culpability shall be recorded in security files of the responsible SOIC. Except
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in instances where immediate action is necessary, an individual found responsible
for a security incident will be afforded the opportunity to argue in their defense prior
to the implementation of administrative actio:l. Remedial actions according to the
severity of the ikdents

may be applied by the SOIC. These options may include,

but are not limited to: oral counseling; written reprimand; suspension without pay
for a period of one or more days, and a written reprimand; termination of employment. Security deficiencies determined to have contributed directly to the incident
shall be corrected if possible. If not, full details and recommendations on corrective
measures shall be provided to the DC1 by the responsible SOIC.
11. PROGRAM

SECURITY

REVIEWS

11.1 Policy. Those SOICs responsible for accrediting the SCIF and/or for the information
therein shall be responsible for aperiodic reviews based on risk management principle. Program security reviews shall be performed by persons knowledgeable of SC1
storage, control procedures, and shall be designed to confirm that procedures and
safeguards implement the applicable DC@s. Contractors are encouraged to conduct
self-reviews to identify tbe efficiency of their security program. Review results

shall

be retained in the files of both the accrediting and accredited organizations. In order
to avoid duplication, every effort shall be madp to accept security reviews by other
joint users of the SCIF for validation of security compliance. These reports shall
identify any deficiencies found and the status of actions taken to correct them. The
security review reports shall be made available to the DCI or his/her designee upon
request.
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